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A "shelf corporation" is slang for a corporation that exists only on paper.  It has a name, an address 
(usually in an otherwise vacant house or office), a Registered Agent, a President, a Secretary, a 
Treasurer, a stated line of business --- and nothing else.  These are also called "dummy corporations".  

Also in slang, these are used as "storefronts" for all sorts of purposes.  To protect assets.  To hide actual 
ownership interests.  To launder money.  To act as asset holders during bankruptcy proceedings to hide 
assets that would otherwise be subject to the bankruptcy.  To "represent" other similarly-named 
businesses and organizations for purposes of deceit or substitution. Most recently, shelf corporations 
have made the news as mortgage holders and mortgage servicing companies and have been used as 
illegal transfer agents in equally illegal mortgage title foreclosures. 

Shelf corporations create a "Business Person" that can be used to do dirty work under cover of the 
"corporate veil" and then, when the heat is on, they can close up shop, go bankrupt, or simply "sunset" 
by failure to re-register and pay the fees. 

The Scottish Interloper doing business as "The United States of America --- Incorporated" from 1868 to
1907 was a Shelf Corporation.  The name was deceitfully similar to the name of our unincorporated 
Federation of States, which allowed them to access our credit and steal our identity like any other 
Credit Card Hacker.  

Eventually, this dummy corporation from Scotland substituting itself for our actual government 
acquired so much debt that it was bankrupted by the banks that were extending credit to it "in our 
names" and those private banks operating under the deceitful name of the "Federal Reserve" took over 
the Scottish Interloper together with all the business names and assets it had acquired via fraud from us 
during Woodrow Wilson's Administration. 

In this way, the "Federal Reserve" which was really just a private consortium of banks, took over what 
appeared to be the government, and the criminality that has infested Washington, DC, ever since the 
end of the Civil War began in earnest. 

The banks wasted no time in consolidating their hold on the politicians and members of the military 
brass, both by carrots and sticks, and settled in to loot the country and the people via a "legal tender 
laws" and "progressive taxation" and "controlled inflation of the currency".  They also broadly 
practiced "unlawful conversion" whenever possible. 
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This is the underlying crime used to kidnap land and soil assets via a process of incorporation and 
traffick them out into the international jurisdiction of the sea, where they can more readily be seized 
upon and plundered "legally".  

Given this history, it should be no surprise that the same charlatans have used incorporation and shelf 
corporations to steal your identity and credit and to enslave you with their debts. 

Here is a famous transcription of comments made by Colonel Mandell House, one of the chief 
conspirators during a meeting with then-President Woodrow Wilson.  This came across my desk 
again this morning and prompted me to bring your attention to this key time and the issues it 
generated: 

"...Birth Certificates will be delivered to us...to remain economic slaves through taxation, 
secured by their pledges.....They will be stripped of their rights and given a commercial value 
designed to make us a profit  and they will be none the wiser...Afterall this is the only logical 
way to fund government by floating liens and debt to the registrants in the form of benefits 
and privileges....This will inevitably reap to us huge profits beyond our wildest expectations 
and  leave every American a contributor to this fund which we will call 'Social Insurance.'... 
Without realizing it, every American will insure us for any loss we may incur
in this manner; every American will unknowingly be our servant, however begrudgingly...The 
people will become helpless and without any hope for their
redemption and, we will employ the high office of the President of our dummy corporation to 
foment this plot against America."

So what was the "dummy corporation" he referred to?  

A new version of the Scottish Interloper calling itself "the" United States of America, 
Incorporated.  The only difference was dropping "The" as part of the name of the offending 
shelf corporation.  Within twenty years, it would be bankrupted for profit, too, as part of the 
Great Depression engineered by the Federal Reserve Banks.  

Yes, the member banks of the "Federal Reserve" created the Great Depression, and then 
stepped forward as the solution to the problem they created.  They created the bank runs 
prior to The Crash in 1929 to spook the herd and scare the politicians.  Then they created The
Crash by selling out of the stock market en masse and by prior agreement.  In this way, they 
reduced stock prices to pennies on a dollar, destroyed all the smaller investors, and left 
themselves in position to come back in and buy up everything for nothing. 

They are all poised and ready to do it again.  

But, fool me once, shame on you.... fool me twice, shame on me.  

When they pull the plug this time, they are all going down for it --- and somewhere in the back
of their brains there is an alarm bell ringing, a prickle up the back of their necks, something 
telling them that despite their nearly infinite arrogance --- the ax is going to fall.  

On them. 

Couldn't happen to nicer people. 



But I digress.... it's the rest of the Colonel's comments that are the centerpiece to think about. 
Just as the Conspirators used Shelf Corporations to steal the identity and credit of our 
Federation of States immediately after the Civil War --- and more to the point --- our foreign 
Federal Government Subcontractors ever since, they also used shelf corporations to steal 
your identity, too. 

By a secretive and undisclosed process of "registration" which gives up your ownership 
interest in whatever is "registered", the members of the military and the Federal Reserve 
Banks planned ---with malice aforethought--- to pull off the biggest asset heist in history.  They
planned the "legal" enslavement of this entire country, and using that as a fulcrum, they then 
used the same simple diabolical fraud scheme to enslave most of the known world. 

Soon after you were born, and without any disclosure to your parents, you were "registered" 
as a British Territorial Person -- a Foreign Situs Trust, which is a form of corporation --- a shelf
corporation -- owned by the British Territorial State-of-State organization operating in your 
State of the Union.  

You were born, for example, as a Texan --- but registered as a British Territorial  Person 
operated under the same name.  

The American named Albert Francis Smith looks and sounds identical to the British Territorial 
Person --- a shelf corporation created by the State of Texas --- also called "Albert Francis 
Smith".  

The only difference is that the American is a living baby with a Proper Name and a birthday, 
while the British Territorial Person -- a shelf corporation -- has a birthdate --- when the file and 
the "Birth Certificate" were created a few days or weeks later. 

This British doppelganger is presumed to be the inheritor of your name and estate. After 
seven years, the State-of-State franchise declares him "missing, lost at sea" and an entity 
with your name which has died intestate as a child, leaves behind an "infant decedent estate" 
to be administered by the members of the Bar Associations as they see fit. 

Now, it's a dead shelf corporation with your name attached to it and the probate judges 
dressed in black can do whatever they like with it and its assets ---if it has any. 

Of course, they self-interestedly presume that all your assets including your body were 
donated to the British Territorial doppelganger when they administer his estate in their foreign 
courts.  He was a British Subject.  He was a ward of their State of State organization.  He's 
their Cash Cow.  And he's "presumed" to be both dead and intestate, so he can't possibly 
show up and protest what they are doing, can he?  

And neither can the American he was named after, because the American was just a baby 
when all this happened.  

This is identity theft and human trafficking, unlawful conversion, fraud, inland piracy and so 
much more.  



This scheme was brought to our shores by the U.S. Military and the Federal Reserve Banks 
as a plan to use shelf corporations as a means to defraud us individually in the same manner 
that they used shelf corporations to steal the identity and credit of our lawful unincorporated 
government.  It was primarily advanced by our British Territorial Subcontractors operating as 
"the" United States of America.  

Later, 1937, the Pope's Municipal Government got into the same scheme and set up its own 
set of shelf corporation doppelgangers operating under names like MELINDA ANNE PIKE. 

Today, the Municipal Federal Reserve Corporation has been bankrupted in turn, and as a 
result, Chase Manhattan Bank owns the name "FEDERAL RESERVE" and JP Morgan owns 
the name "FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD OF GOVERNORS".  

What a tangled web we weave, when first we practice.... to deceive.... 

Deliberate self-interested deceit leading to False Claims in Commerce, Identity Theft, Fraud, 
Unlawful Conversion and Inland Piracy is the essential problem for all these shelf 
corporations from 1850 to today.  The Federal Reserve, past and present, is responsible for 
this.  The other Principals --- foreign Governments relied upon to honor our Constitutional 
Agreements and Treaties with them --- are responsible for this. 

And at the end of the day, fraud vitiates everything they have done, nullifies everything they've
said, demands the return of every penny they've stolen and coerced under false pretenses for
160 years.  

Possession by pirates does not change ownership.  

The foreign shelf corporations are recognized for what they are.  The incorporated foreign 
Federal Subcontractors are recognized for what they are.  And the role of the Federal 
Reserve in this entire nasty enslavement-by-registration scheme is laid bare for what it is. 

This international criminal cartel that operated under the corporate veil to impersonate and 
steal the credit and identity and resources of this country and its people is no longer protected
by any secrecy. 

Anyone "registering" any babies in this country is likely to be shot in the coming days and 
those using the "name of" the Federal Reserve and those manipulating the stock markets and
those manipulating the currency and counterfeiting "US DOLLARS" and those thinking that 
they will gain an ownership interest in living people by shooting them up with genetically 
engineered bits of DNA or RNA, had better think again.  

Go to: www.TheAmericanStatesAssembly.net and bring your mops and buckets.  
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